Abstract. In this paper, we propose a bio-inspired and developmental neural model that allows a robot, after learning its own dynamics during a babbling phase, to gain imitative and shape recognition abilities leading to early attempts for physical and social interactions. We use a motor controller based on oscillators. During the babbling step, the robot learns to associate its motor primitives (oscillators) to the visual optical flow induced by its own arm. It also statically learn to recognize its arm by selecting moving local view (feature points) in the visual field. In real indoor experiments we demonstrate that, using the same model, early physical (reaching objects) and social (immediate imitation) interactions can emerge through visual ambiguities induced by the external visual stimuli.
Introduction
For future interactive robots, expected to cohabit with us in social environments, the ability to perceive, recognize and learn human actions remain a difficult but crucial question. These new artificial agents must be capable of detecting and of predicting human movements to adapt their behaviors in social contexts. Consequently, it seems important to understand the human development process that leads to early physical and social cognition in order to build bio-inspired robots permitting safe and intuitive human robot interactions.
One of the first rising issue is how to perceive biological motion which is an important primitive for communication, learning and imitation in humanhuman interactions. The human ability to perceive biological motion (movements of living beings) is remarkably robust. We can consider that the widespread recognition of biological movements are based on specific characteristics but the exact nature of these features remains not clearly defined, scientists being divided between shape (ventral pathway in the brain) and kinematics (dorsal pathway in the brain) [1] . The roles of each pathway is still confused. A fairly complete neural model summarizing a possible integration of the two pathways for biological motion detection can be found in [2] .
Additionally, this remarkable capacity to perceive biological motion seems to appear at early stages of infant development. In fact, psychological studies point out the neonate's capacities to imitate simple facial expressions as demonstrated by the studies conducted by Meltzoff and Moore [3] . Considering the very basic visual perception abilities of the newborns we may question the reason of this early emergence (or presence) in human development, of a particular sensibility or competence for human motion perception. In [4], Meltzoff suggested in his "Like Me" theory that humans tend to recognize cross-modal equivalence between perceived actions and self representation of their own movements. The author argued that this way of recognizing self in others could be a prime step for social cognition as it can be used to analyze, imitate and learn biological movements (other's actions). Consequently, biological motion detection can be defined as "resonance measurement " system that compares proprioception (perception of our own motor dynamics) and exteroception (perception of other's movements). The evidence of the motor controllers influence on learning and perceiving motion was described by numerous other psychological studies. In [5] , Viviani and Stucchi showed the coupling between motor and perceptual processes while perceiving dotted points moving with trajectories respecting the two third power low. Recent studies point out the strong link between perceiving and executing movements [6] . This resonance between producing actions and perceiving others movements was also highlighted by the importance of synchrony during human social interactions. Developmental studies acknowledged synchrony as a prime requirement for interaction between a mother and her infant. An infant stops interacting with her mother when she stops synchronizing her movements [7] . These observations also imply the importance of a dynamical loop of treatment between motor production (proprioception) and visual perception.
Keeping in view the importance of motor resonance in social interaction, it has also been widely studied and used to improve human robot communications in particular through the notion of learning by imitation [8] [9] . Numerous different works used motor babbling as a starting point to obtain imitative behaviors [10] [11] . A possible bio-inspired approach is to rely on mirroring systems which constitute one of the main way to explain imitation behavior [12] . However, many of these works are based on internal models dedicated to specific behaviors. Furthermore, assessing whether there is imitation or not (goal directed imitation vs simple immediate movement imitation), and consequently guessing what should be the underlying mechanism still a challenging question for developmental studies. Our approach will tend to examine very early mechanisms leading to imitation and reaching behaviors without any use of a specific pre-defined internal model. We will demonstrate that these capacities could emerge through visual
